
Nonlinear optical phenomena enable a broad range of 
applications1, including telecommunications and all- 
optical data processing and storage2,3, spectroscopy4 
and quantum information technologies5,6. However, 
most materials exhibit only an extremely weak optical 
nonlinearity, even under intense coherent illumination7. 
Consequently, long interaction lengths are needed for 
the build- up of nonlinear optical phenomena, and these 
interaction paths are usually obtained by using bulky 
material structures that are difficult to scale up and 
to integrate into nanophotonics systems. As a result, 
a long- standing goal in the field of nonlinear optics 
has been the development of materials with very large 
nonlinear responses, whose optical properties can be 
dramatically changed with a low- power optical field. In 
addition, it is highly desirable that these materials pos-
sess a sub- picosecond time response and are suitable 
for nanoscale integration through existing complemen-
tary metal- oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication 
technologies8.

Recently, it has been established that materials with 
a vanishingly small permittivity can enable efficient 
nonlinear optical phenomena9–14. These materials are 
commonly known as epsilon- near-zero (ENZ) materi-
als, and they display a wealth of exotic properties15–20. 
There is also much interest in the intimately related 

near- zero-index (NZI) metamaterials21–24. Research 
on these topics was pioneered in a series of theore-
tical papers published at the beginning of the decade 
on metamaterials with a zero- permittivity wavelength 
(a wavelength at which the real part of the permittiv-
ity vanishes), which predicted substantial enhance-
ments to the electric field in the material, and high 
conversion efficiencies for harmonic generation25–30. 
Current interest is motivated by the observation that 
degenerate semiconductors (semiconductors with such 
a high level of doping that they start showing metal-
lic behaviour) such as tin- doped indium oxide (ITO) 
and aluminium- doped zinc oxide (AZO), which both 
possess a zero- permittivity wavelength in the near- IR 
(NIR) range, exhibit a huge enhancement of the non-
linear optical response associated with the ENZ spectral 
region10–13. Some works reported record values for the 
nonlinear refractive index, several orders of magnitude 
larger than that of arsenic triselenide glass, which has 
the largest nonlinear coefficient previously reported31–33, 
and an ultrafast (sub- picosecond) response. Moreover, 
a light- induced change in refractive index as large as 0.7 
was reported for ITO12. Such a change is unprecedent-
edly large and thus renders these materials promising 
for new applications in photonics9, particularly for sys-
tems with limited interaction lengths such as nonlinear 
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photonic metasurfaces34. Furthermore, numerous fun-
damental studies have been reported that demonstrate 
ENZ- enhancement of other nonlinear optical processes, 
such as harmonic generation10,11,35, wave mixing and fre-
quency conversion13,36,37 and electro- optical effects38–40. 
Nonlinear optical coefficients of several ENZ materials 
are listed in Table 1. Efficient practical devices such as 
all- optical and electro- optical modulators have also 
been proposed that exploit such enhanced nonlinear 
effects41–43.

In this Review, we survey ENZ and NZI materials, 
comparing their optical properties and summariz-
ing their practical implementations. We describe the 
theoretical understanding of the origin of the huge 
nonlinear response of ENZ materials, including field- 
enhancement mechanisms unique to this class of materi-
als. We then turn to the primary focus of this article and 
review the experiments that have explored the relation 
between ENZ behaviour and nonlinear optical response.  

We conclude with a discussion on the future of this  
nascent field.

Background
ENZ materials exhibit a vanishing real part of the 
permittivity at a spectral point known as the zero- 
permittivity wavelength, λZE; however, the permeability 
μ remains finite and non- zero. By contrast, in NZI mate-
rials the real part of the refractive index n (or the effec-
tive refractive index neff in the case of a metamaterial) 
vanishes at the zero- index wavelength, λZI. When the real 
part of both the permittivity and the permeability simul-
taneously equal zero, NZI materials are also often called 
epsilon- and-mu- near-zero, double- zero or zero-index 
materials22,24,44.

We remark that both the dielectric permittivity ϵ and 
the refractive index ϵ≡n μ  are complex quantities. 
Thus, even when the real part of ϵ vanishes, its imagi-
nary part usually remains non- zero, and thus both the 

Table 1 | Third- order nonlinear optical coefficients of selected materials and metamaterials

Material χ(3) (m V−1)2 n2 (m
2 W−1) λprobe (nm) Pulse 

width
Comments

Metals

Silver171,172 3.4 × 10−17 – 396 28 ps DFWM

Silver7,173 2.8 × 10−19 – 1060 ps THG

Gold7,171,172 2.1 × 10−16 2.6 × 10−14 532 28 ps DFWM

Gold7,174 (−1.4 + 5i) × 10−16 – 532 30 ps z- scan

Gold175 (4.67 + 3.03i) × 10−19 – 796 100 fs Kretschmann–Raether 
configuration

Gold7,173 7.6 × 10−19 – 1,060 ps THG

Transparent conducting oxides

AZO52 3.5 × 10−19 5.2 × 10−16 1,311 100 fs ITM

AZO13 (4 + 1i) × 10−20 3.5 × 10−17 1,310 100 fs XPM

ITO55 5.6 × 10−20 4.1 × 10−18 720 200 fs z- scan; λZE unreported

ITO12 – 6 × 10−18 970 150 fs z- scan; λZE = 1240 nm

ITO12 – 2.6 × 10−16 1,240 150 fs z- scan; θ = 0°

ITO12,48 (1.60 + 0.50i) × 10−18 1.1 × 10−14 1,240 150 fs z- scan; ITM; θ = 60°

ITO11 3.5 × 10−18 – 1,550 150 fs THG

ITO10 3 × 10−21 – 1,400 50 fs THG

ITO176 10−21 – 1,900 5.5 ns THG; λZE unreported

Metamaterials

Gold nano- antennas128 
on ITO

– −3.7 × 10−13 1,420 100 fs z- scan

ENZ metamaterial135 
(gold nanorods)

– −2.4 × 10−15 600 50 fs z- scan, θ = 60°

ENZ metamaterial60  
(Ag–SiO2 thin film stack)

~10−19 – 820, 885 100 fs ITM

Organic materials

TDBC61 1.2 × 10−16 1.7 × 10−14 500 100 fs z- scan; θ = 45°

HTJSq61 7 × 10−18 3.5 × 10−15 565 100 fs z- scan; θ = 0°

Unless otherwise stated, the pump wavelength is set to λZE. All measurements were performed using p- polarized excitation. χ(3), 
third- order susceptibility ; λprobe, wavelength of probe beam; θ, incidence angle of pump beam; AZO, aluminium- doped zinc oxide; 
DFWM, degenerate four- wave mixing; HTJSq, [2,4-bis[8-hydroxy-1,1,7 ,7-tetramethyljulolidin-9-yl] squaraine]; ITM, inverse transfer 
matrix; ITO, indium tin oxide; n2, nonlinear refractive index; TBDC, sodium [5,6-dichloro-2-[[5,6-dichloro-1-ethyl-3-(4-sulphobutyl)-
benzimidazol-2-ylidene]-propenyl]-1-ethyl-3-(4-sulphobutyl)-benzimidazolium hydroxide]; THG, third- harmonic generation; XPM, 
cross- phase modulation. Information on the z- scan method can be found in refs177,178.
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real and imaginary parts of n are also non- vanishing. 
The contribution of the imaginary permittivity to the 
refractive index can be significant in many materials. 
Assuming no magnetic responses (that is, μ → 1), at 
the zero- permittivity wavelength the real part of the 
refractive index is given by:

ϵ′ ′′
n =

2
(1)

where the single and double primes denote the real and 
imaginary parts, respectively. For ITO, which has a zero- 
permittivity wavelength in the NIR, the imaginary part 
of the permittivity (ϵ′′ .≈ 0 3) yields a small real value of 
the refractive index of around 0.4 (refs12,45). Therefore, 
although it might appear that the refractive index must 
vanish along with a vanishing permittivity, a distinction 
must be maintained between ENZ and NZI materials.

Mechanisms for large nonlinearity
Before discussing experimental results, we survey the 
different physical microscopic processes and unique field 
enhancement mechanisms that have been discovered in 
ENZ and NZI materials.

When discussing strong Kerr- like optical nonlinear-
ities, in which changes in the refractive index usually 
scale linearly with the nonlinear refractive index n2 and 
the intensity I as Δn = n2I, typically one searches for a 
material with a large n2 (ref.7):

ϵ
n

χ ω ω ω ω
n n c

=
3 ( ; , , − )
4 Re( )

(2)2

(3)

0 0 0

where χ(3) is the third- order susceptibility, n0 the linear 
refractive index, ϵ0 the vacuum permittivity and c the 
speed of light. Alternatively, one could look to maxi-
mize a given material figure of merit (see, for example, 
refs46,47). However, the maximum nonlinear phase shift 
that can be obtained in a material with a given n2 is often 
limited by the damage threshold or saturation behav-
iour of the material (fig. 1). In some sense, what is truly 
required for many nonlinear applications is a consid-
erable total change in the refractive index Δn; the non-
linear refractive index n2, which may be increased for 

a particular material using suitable field- enhancement 
mechanisms, describes only the slope of this change 
with respect to the applied optical field intensity I. In a 
material with a large damage threshold and pronounced 
saturation effects, increased values of n2 merely enable 
the achievement of the maximum value of Δn at smaller 
intensities (fig. 1b).

Apparent divergence of n2

Within the context of bound electron nonlinearities, 
a conceptually intriguing consequence of a vanishing 
refractive index is the seeming divergence of the non-
linear refractive index n2, because a factor of Re(n0) 
appears in its denominator (Eq. 2). However, a neces-
sary assumption underlying this equation (that is, that 
∣ ∕ ∣ ≪n I n 12 0 ) is violated when n0 is small48. Therefore, 
Eq. 2 is not suitable for describing nonlinear refraction 
in low- index media, and the divergent behaviour of n2 
is merely an artefact of its derivation. In these systems, 
the intensity- dependent index of refraction should be 
calculated directly from the susceptibility:

ϵ ϵn I χE E( ) = ( ) = + 3 (3)(1) (3) 2

where ϵ (1) is the complex linear permittivity and |E| the  
magnitude of the electric field within the material. 
The third- order susceptibility χ(3) and the total index 
change Δn should therefore be considered as the relevant 
metrics in assessing the intensity- dependent refractive 
index of ENZ media. In this case, Δn is the difference 
between the refractive index at high intensity and at low 
intensity, and is not necessarily equal to n2I. However, 
because n2 remains the most frequently reported figure 
of merit for nonlinear refraction, we quote those values 
in the rest of the text. Here, we interpret n2 to be the value 
of the initial slope of the refractive index with respect to 
incident intensity ( ∣n = n

I I2
d
d =0), where n2I is smallest and 

the inequality ≪ 1n I
n
2

0
 is perhaps not violated.

The question arises of what is the true origin of the 
large nonlinearities that have been reported in ENZ 
media if the diverging n2 is merely a numerical artefact. 
Whereas n2 is a quantity that must be inferred from lab-
oratory measurements and so could perhaps be open to 
misinterpretation, changes in reflectivity ΔR, changes in 

a   ∆n limited by material damage b   ∆n limited by saturation behaviour   

I
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Slope = n 2
∆nmax
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n
2

Fig. 1 | Maximum changes in refractive index. a | Change in the refractive index, Δn, as a function of the applied optical 
field intensity I when changes to n are limited by the damage threshold of the material. n2 is the nonlinear refractive index. 
b | Δn as a function of I in the case in which n is limited by the saturation behaviour of the material. The dashed arrow 
indicates the effect of field- enhancement mechanisms, which increase the slope but do not increase the maximum value 
of Δn, Δnmax.
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refractive index Δn and any associated phase changes 
Δφ are all laboratory- observable quantities, which 
together hint at verifiable large nonlinear effects. Eq. 3 
thus tells us that there must be some enhancement in 
χ(3), in |E|, or in both quantities. In a later section, we 
examine the behaviour of these two terms in ENZ media 
in closer detail.

Plasma frequency shift
Metals and degenerately doped semiconductors feature 
a permittivity dispersion profile based on free electrons 
described by the Drude model49:

ϵ ϵω
ω

ω iγω
( ) = −

+
(4)∞

P
2

2

where ϵ∞ is the high- frequency permittivity, γ the 
electron damping term and ωP the plasma frequency, 
given by:

ϵ
≡ω Ne

m
(5)

*P

2

e 0

with N the free- electron volume density and m*e  the 
effective mass of the electron.

Upon intense laser excitation, several physical mech-
anisms may temporarily modify the plasma frequency, 
which reshapes the material dispersion throughout the 
nearby spectrum (fig. 2a,b). This reshaping typically 
depends on the pulse duration and operating wave-
length. An optical pump illuminating the material with 
photon energy larger than the bandgap may increase the 
carrier density in the conduction band. As described by 

Eq. 5, an increase in carrier density leads to an increased 
plasma frequency, and thus results in a reduction of the 
real part of the permittivity9,36. In a doped semiconduc-
tor, the photon energy needs to be larger than the band-
gap energy (for example, 2.5 eV for AZO9); in a metal it 
needs to be larger than the interband transition energy 
(for example, 1.8 eV for gold50). If an optical pump with 
smaller photon energy is applied, electron heating may 
cause a redistribution of electrons within the conduction 
band. This effect, together with the non- parabolicity of 
the conduction band in certain materials, leads to an 
increase in m*e  in Eq. 5, and hence to a redshift of the 
plasma frequency51. If the pump frequency coincides with  
the plasma frequency (at the zero- permittivity wave-
length), the free electrons in the material are excited reso-
nantly and this effect becomes most pronounced12,52.  
A plasma frequency shift can also be initiated by locally 
increasing the carrier density using a static voltage38 
or by tuning the effective electron mass using thermal 
control53; however, thermal processes are known to be 
slow, and electronic gating affects only a small region of 
material (only a 5-nm-thick accumulation layer)38,39,53,54. 
The dependence of the nonlinear response on the carrier 
concentration has been investigated for ITO, albeit not 
in the ENZ regime55.

Two material properties result in plasma- frequency- 
related effects being more marked in degenerately doped 
semiconductors than in noble metals. First, they have 
a free- electron density that may be two orders of mag-
nitude smaller than that of noble metals, which results 
in a much smaller electron heat capacity and larger 
changes in the electron temperature12,38. Second, owing 
to the non- parabolicity of the conduction band14,53,56,57, 
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Fig. 2 | Mechanisms underlying nonlinearity and enhancement. a | Under intense laser excitation, the plasma 
frequency ωP is modified as a function of pump intensity I, displacing the permittivity dispersion function ωε( ). b | This shift 
in plasma frequency leads to a change in refractive index Δn, which is largest at the zero- permittivity wavelength, λZE.  

∞ε  is the permittivity at high frequency. c | Enhancement of the electric field E at the air/indium tin oxide (ITO) interface 
in a 37-nm- thick ITO film as a function of wavelength and angle of incidence for p- polarized light. The maximum field 
enhancements occur at each film’s respective λZE and around an incident angle θ = 45°. Here, λZE = 1,270 nm (left), 1,390 nm 
(centre) and 1,550 nm (right). Ez is the component of the electric field normal to the interface inside of ITO, Einc is the 
incident field. Adapted with permission from ref.11, Optical Society of America.
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the effective mass, and therefore the plasma frequency, is 
more dependent on the electron temperature.

Recently, it was shown that nonlocal phenomena 
(such as spatial dispersion) play an important role in 
determining the linear optical response of ENZ nano-
films made of CdO (ref.58). We stress that such nonlocal 
effects are not captured in Eq. 4, and that more work 
is required to understand the implications of non-
local effects for the nonlinear refractive index of ENZ 
materials based on conductive oxides.

Enhancement mechanisms
We mentioned that the large nonlinear optical response 
of ENZ materials is associated with enhancements 
in their nonlinear susceptibility and/or in the electric 
field that occurs within the material owing to the low 
material permittivity. Here, we comment on various 
enhancement mechanisms that have been reported. As 
of this writing, it is not yet clear which mechanisms are 
dominant in which contexts and in which materials.

Third- order susceptibility
A form of Eq. 3 that includes higher- order suscepti-
bilities has been used to extract a value of χ(3) for ITO 
near its zero- permittivity wavelength, χ(3) = 1.60 + 
0.50i × 10−18 m2 V−2 (ref.48) Similarly, the χ(3) of AZO was 
estimated to be 3.5 × 10−19 m2 V−2 at the zero- permittivity 
wavelength52. These values are of comparable order 
to the third- order susceptibility of crystalline silicon 
( Oχ = [10 ](3) −19  m2 V−2; ref.59); therefore, they alone can-
not account for any significant nonlinear phase shifts 
within sub- wavelength interaction regions. In measure-
ments in which χ(3) has been resolved as a function of 
wavelength13,52,60,61, it is sometimes observed to be larger 
in a narrow region surrounding the zero- permittivity 
wavelength52; however, the reported values remain 
within the same order and so cannot really account for 
the magnitude of the increase in the nonlinear optical 
response observed when comparing the properties at the 
zero- permittivity wavelength with those away from it. 
Indeed, it was explicitly mentioned in ref.62 that χ(3) is 
increased only by a factor of 4 in the ENZ regime, yet 
the nonlinear conversion efficiency associated with this 
nonlinearity is enhanced by a factor of 100. We conclude 
that any enhancements to the third- order susceptibility 
are negligible in comparison to the overall nonlinear 
response at the zero- permittivity wavelength. We there-
fore expect a field- enhancement mechanism intrinsic to 
ENZ materials that may greatly increase |E| for a given 
incident pump field intensity. However, further studies 
that explicitly examine χ(3) (rather than n2) over a broad 
spectral range are needed to properly determine the 
origin and magnitude of this enhancement mechanism.

Continuity of the electric field
The small magnitude of the permittivity in the ENZ 
region gives rise to a unique field- enhancement mech-
anism28,63. In the absence of a surface charge, the inter-
face conditions ensure the continuity of the normal 
component of the electric displacement field. Thus, 
the magnitude of the normal component of the electric 
field E within a medium is proportional to the external 

field E0 and to the inverse of its permittivity (that is, 
ϵ∣ ∣ ∝ ∣ ∣⊥ ⊥E E−1

0, ). For a p- polarized beam incident from 
air at a given angle of incidence θ, this relation leads 
to the following expression for the total field within a 
medium of permittivity ϵ:

ϵ
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ θ θE E= cos + sin (6)0

2
2

Therefore, at an oblique angle, the electric field within 
an ENZ medium can be much larger than the incident 
field (fig. 2c). This enhancement mechanism results in 
the pronounced angular dependence observed for many 
nonlinear effects.

This mechanism is predicted to be further improved 
in thin films that have a real permittivity tensor with 
a vanishing out- of-plane component, sometimes 
called longitudinal ENZ films28,64,65. In these materi-
als, the field enhancement is larger, occurs for a wider 
range of incident angles and is less sensitive to mate-
rial losses than in an isotropic film with comparable 
optical constants.

ENZ modes and Berreman modes
An ENZ thin film supports a unique set of propagat-
ing eigenmodes, including an unbounded Brewster or 
Berreman mode66–70, and in some cases a confined mode 
known as an ENZ mode71. The latter features a flat dis-
persion profile and a considerable field enhancement 
enabled by boundary conditions (fig. 3), as described 
in the previous subsection. Notably, a film needs to 
be ultrathin (less than about λ/50) to support an ENZ 
mode; for example, an ITO film needs to be at most 
25 nm thick to support such a mode. Otherwise, the 
ENZ mode degenerates into a long- range surface plas-
mon polariton72. Like other confined modes, the ENZ 
mode is not easily accessed from free space without an 
extrinsic coupling mechanism.

Slow light nonlinear enhancement
For an unbounded ENZ medium, the group velocity can 
be shown to be ϵv c=g  (refs73,74). Thus, a lossless ENZ 
medium will feature an asymptotically vanishing group 
velocity as ϵ → 0. Indeed, the ENZ mode in fig. 3a also 
depicts a vanishing group velocity70,71. The fact that slow 
light propagation has previously been associated with 
nonlinear enhancements (specifically in regard to struc-
tural slow light75–77) has led some researchers to make 
a connection between ENZ- based nonlinearities and 
slow light effects20,23,78–80. As yet, no experiments have 
been performed that explicitly extract the contribu-
tion of slow light propagation to the nonlinear optical 
response of ENZ materials, so this connection remains 
open to debate.

Materials
A discussion of the properties of low- index materials 
stimulates the question of what materials may possess 
them. In this section, we review attempts to identify 
and fabricate homogeneous ENZ materials, to develop 
ENZ and NZI metamaterials, and to incorporate ENZ 
materials in devices for various applications.
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Naturally occurring ENZ materials
Although at first glance a permittivity equal to zero 
might seem exotic, naturally occurring materials rou-
tinely exhibit ENZ regimes near strong optical reso-
nances, such as the bulk plasma resonance and phonon 
resonances. Therefore, all metals have a permittivity zero 
crossing at the bulk plasma resonance, which occurs at 
the plasma frequency (typically in the UV band)81–83. 
Recently, there has been increased interest in degen-
erately doped semiconductors, such as ITO, AZO and 
gallium- doped zinc oxide (GZO)45,84–95. These materials 
may all feature a plasma frequency in the NIR band. This 
property has made them very useful for demonstrations 
of optical nonlinearity, owing to the accessibility of 
intense pulsed laser sources in the NIR spectral range 
and the proximity of their zero- permittivity wavelengths 
to telecommunications wavelengths, around 1,550 nm. 
The plasma frequency can be tuned as a function of dep-
osition parameters86 (fig. 4a), carrier dopant concentra-
tion38,54 (fig. 4b) or post- deposition annealing11,89. Much 
work has been done in engineering the zero- permittivity 
wavelength to a wide range of wavelengths86–89. In addi-
tion, because they are both transparent and conductive, 
these materials are already being widely used by com-
mercial vendors for solar applications and touchscreen 
display technologies; therefore, their industrial man-
ufacturing procedures are mature, although perhaps 
not optimized for optical properties. Finally, correlated 
metals, such as SrVO3 and CaVO3, have been identified 
as promising alternatives to transparent conducting 
oxides96.

In the visible regime, transition metal nitrides such 
as titanium nitride and zirconium nitride have been 
used35,86,97. Organic materials, which have the benefit 
of reduced damping loss, have been shown to have a 
zero- permittivity wavelength tunable within the visi-
ble regime61,98,99. In the mid- IR (MIR), indium- doped 
and dysprosium- doped cadmium oxide behave as ENZ 
materials with high electron mobilities14,100. Silicon 
carbide95,101,102 and fused silica103,104 are also widely 
known to possess zero- permittivity wavelengths in the 

MIR due to phononic resonances. Finally, topological 
insulators (for example Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.8Se1.2) may support 
ENZ conditions in the UV and visible ranges105. These 
materials and others, such as titanium oxynitride, can  
be deposited in such a manner that they exhibit multi-
ple zero- permittivity wavelengths, although typi-
cally at the cost of a considerable imaginary part of  
the permittivity106.

Metamaterials
ENZ and NZI optical responses can both be engineered 
in metamaterials24. The permittivity can be tuned using 
nanoparticle resonances, which makes the ENZ condi-
tion itself relatively trivial to achieve in a composite mate-
rial107. A typical configuration with a straightforward 
fabrication process is a metal–dielectric stack60,108–113 
(fig. 4c): at optical frequencies, dielectric materials pos-
sess positive permittivities and metals possess negative 
ones, so it can be intuitively understood that a composite 
of these two material classes may have some weighted 
average that can approach zero112. The resulting effective 
permittivity is anisotropic, and in the long- wavelength 
limit equals112,113:

ϵ
ϵ ϵ

ϵ
ϵ ϵ∕ ∕

⊥
d d

d d
d d

d d
=

+
+

1 =
+
+ (7)m m d d

m d

m m d d

m d

for the components perpendicular and parallel to the 
plane, respectively. dm and ϵm represent the thickness 
and permittivity of the metal layer, and dd and ϵd the 
thickness and permittivity of the dielectric layer, respec-
tively. Metal–dielectric stacks can even be designed to 
exhibit multiple simultaneous ENZ regimes at nearby 
wavelengths114.

By contrast, a refractive index equal to zero is much 
more challenging to engineer. In particular, at optical 
frequencies, the permeability is fixed to μ = 1 owing to 
the lack of atomic magnetic response. Artificial magnetic 
resonances were first introduced using sub- wavelength 
plasmonic split- ring resonators115, and the magnetic 
responses were paired with dipole resonances to form 
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the basis of the first negative-index and zero-index meta-
materials, culminating in the ‘fishnet’ structure116,117 
(fig. 4d). Following this work, Mie resonances in diele-
ctric nanoparticles were exploited to achieve lossless 
magnetic responses118,119. Although these particles must 
be necessarily larger than plasmonic particles to exhibit 
comparable resonance wavelengths, they have no resis-
tive losses and therefore have potential for improved 
optical performance120,121. Mie resonances were used 
to achieve all- dielectric zero- index metamaterials122,123, 
which were ultimately extended to a silicon photonic 
platform44,124–126 (fig. 4e).

Materials with ENZ inclusions
The final class of ENZ platforms that is relevant to our 
discussion is that of nanostructures or metamaterials 
that include a natural ENZ material in their design. 
These structures either aim to enhance the nonlinearity 
of a given device with the help of an ENZ material, or 
try to eliminate inherent obstacles associated with ENZ 
materials (such as impedance mismatch127–129). Examples 
include coupling ENZ layers to nano- antennas53,127,128 
(fig. 4f) or structuring the ENZ materials themselves 
into nano- antennas51,57,97,130 (fig. 4g) to enable nanopar-
ticle resonances at wavelengths other than λZE. Often an 
ultrathin ENZ film (≤20 nm in thickness) is incorporated 
in a device as the active medium39,131,132. Finally, a class 
of single- inclusion metamaterials using ENZ materials 
as a background medium, known as photonically doped 
materials, was developed133. When a dielectric compo-
nent, known here as the dopant, is embedded within an 
ENZ host, the permeability of the entire structure (and 
therefore its refractive index and impedance) can be 
freely tuned while the permittivity remains fixed. These 
metamaterials were demonstrated in the microwave 
regime using metallic waveguides operating at cut- off133.

Experimental studies
ITO, AZO and related material platforms have been 
the subject of extensive experimental studies. Here, 
we review experiments that have been performed to 
measure phenomena such as nonlinear refraction, har-
monic generation and wave mixing using ultrafast opti-
cal pulses. We also discuss the materials’ behaviour in 
the presence of a static field, as well as other nonlinear 
phenomena demonstrated using these platforms.

Intensity- dependent index of refraction
Degenerate case. A large intensity- dependent index 
of refraction (n2 = 2.6 × 10−16 m2 W−1) was observed in a 
310-nm- thick ITO film at its zero- permittivity wave-
length, using 150 fs pulses in a z- scan measurement12. 
This value was reported to be over 40 times as large as the 
value measured away from the ENZ region for normal- 
incidence illumination, and increased by more than an 
additional factor of 40 when the sample was excited 
using a p- polarized beam at oblique incidence, peaking 
at a value of 1.1 × 10−14 m2 W−1 for an incidence angle of 
60° (fig. 5a). Moreover, the total change in refractive index  
Δn saturated at a value of 0.72 (fig. 5b, top). A pump–
probe experiment indicated a non- instantaneous ultra-
fast response, with a relaxation time of 360 fs and a rise  
time estimated to be shorter than the pulse width. More 
comprehensive modelling of nonlinear refraction in 
ITO concluded that nonlinear optics enters the non- 
perturbative regime in ENZ materials48. Notably, the 
contribution to refraction from third- order, fifth- order 
and even seventh- order effects was found to exceed the 
contribution from the linear permittivity at the highest 
probed intensities (fig. 5b, bottom).

Multiple measurements were also performed on AZO 
near its zero- permittivity wavelength (λZE = 1,300 nm), 
in which a similarly large nonlinear refractive index was 
reported (n2 = 5.17 × 10−16 m2 W−1)52. This value was found 
to be over 35 times as large as the value measured away 
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from the zero- permittivity wavelength (λ = 1,400 nm.) 
A moderate increase in χ(3) when compared with the 
non- ENZ regime was also reported, with the real part 
reaching a peak value of 2.8 × 10−19 m2 V−2 at a wavelength 
of 1,330 nm (fig. 5c). Here, a probe pulse was used to 
measure the transmission and reflection coefficients for 
a stationary 900-nm- thick film under degenerate pump 
laser excitation, and the inverse transfer matrix method 
was used to extract the optical constants.

A large intensity- dependent index of refraction was 
also observed in specially prepared organic ENZ thin 
films61. In this work, the authors studied 55-nm- thick 
films of polymethine dyes. These films were synthesized 
to feature ENZ regions spanning the visible spectrum, 
with zero crossings between 500 nm and 570 nm. The 
authors reported a value of n2 as high as 1.7 × 10−14 m2  W−1, 
two orders of magnitude larger than in the non- ENZ 
range. Unfortunately, these organic materials feature pro-
hibitively low damage thresholds; whereas work with ITO 
and AZO may use peak operating intensities exceeding 
1,000 GW cm−2, and in some cases 2,000 GW cm−2 (ref.13), 
in this work the intensity was kept below 45 GW  cm−2 to 
prevent laser- induced damage61.

Degenerate nonlinear effects were also studied 
at the zero- permittivity wavelength of ITO colloidal 

nanocrystals with diameters of ~8 nm that were fabri-
cated by using wet chemistry90. The authors stated that 
the nonlinearity would be further enhanced by the rich 
surface trap states. They demonstrated control over 
the doping concentration, tuning the zero- permittivity 
wavelength from 1,300 nm to 1,600 nm. Using 35 fs 
pulses, they observed nonlinear absorption coefficients 
as large as −5.14 × 10−10 m W−1, with a relaxation time 
of 450 fs. A unique aspect of this work was the use of 
the material as the saturable absorber in a mode- locked 
laser, generating a 600 fs pulse train.

Finally, metasurfaces can be used to further enhance 
nonlinear refraction of an ENZ thin film. Nanoscale 
gold dipole antennas (360 nm × 110 nm × 30 nm) were 
fabricated on an ENZ substrate to aid in impedance- 
matching and field- enhancement128. The antennas 
were engineered to support a localized surface plas-
mon resonance at the zero- permittivity wavelength of 
the substrate film (λZE = 1,420 nm), providing a 50-fold 
enhancement of peak intensity. Additionally, the anten-
nas acted as mode converters, efficiently coupling light 
from free space to the ENZ medium at normal incidence. 
Together, the film and the antennas combined to form a 
50-nm- thick metasurface that exhibited a giant magni-
tude of nonlinear refraction, |n2| = 3.73 × 10−13 m2   W−1.  
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The bandwidth of the nonlinearity was also greatly 
increased to over 400 nm and featured a sign change. 
Nonlinear absorption also featured a sign change, chang-
ing from saturable to reverse saturable absorption at 
1,440 nm. The total refractive index change was large, 
Δn > 2.5, and the total response time (rise and relaxation) 
was only 50% longer than that of the bare ITO film. The 
main limitation of this platform is the damage threshold, 
which is limited to that of the gold antennas134.

It is interesting to consider whether n2 could be sim-
ilarly large for a zero- permittivity or zero- index wave-
length arising through structure, as opposed to being an 
intrinsic material property. To this end, a z- scan meas-
urement was performed in an anisotropic ENZ meta-
material composed of high-aspect-ratio (150 nm × 17 nm)  
gold nanorods with λZE = 600 nm (ref.135). The measured 
maximum nonlinear refraction (n2 = −2.4 × 10−15 m2  W−1) 
and absorption (β = −1.0 × 10−7 m  W−1) coefficients 
were 20 and 100 times larger, respectively, than those 
of a uniform 50-nm- thick gold film. However, we note 
that other metal–dielectric stacks also exhibit nonlin-
earities an order of magnitude larger than those of the 
metals that they incorporate, with no obvious depend-
ence on the effective zero- permittivity wavelength (see, 
for example, refs108,136). When compared to measure-
ments performed away from λZE = 600 nm (for exam-
ple at λ = 550 or 650 nm), the nonlinearity of the ENZ 
metamaterial in ref.135 at λZE does not appear to be sub-
stantially larger. However, if the sample is tilted by 60°, 
the nonlinear coefficients at λZE greatly exceed those at 
other wavelengths.

Non- degenerate case. Non- degenerate nonlinear effects 
(those resulting from an excitation involving multiple 
distinguishable optical waves such as cross- phase mod-
ulation and other four- wave mixing effects) provide a 
different perspective from which to examine the origins 
and mechanisms of nonlinearity. Reports include the 
observation of an intensity- dependent refractive index 
change performed using oxygen- deprived AZO under 
ENZ conditions. The authors noted that for the same 
small change in refractive index, there would be a much 
larger change in optical wave impedance (and therefore 
reflectance) for a beam centred at the zero- permittivity 
wavelength. The sample was excited with photon ener-
gies greater than the bandgap to induce interband tran-
sitions (λ = 325 nm) and probed at the zero- permittivity 
wavelength (λZE = 1,300 nm). Relative changes in reflec-
tivity (ΔR/R) and transmissivity (ΔT/T) as large as 
40% and 30%, respectively, were reported, with a total 
rise and relaxation time under 1 ps. Using these values 
and the inverse transfer matrix method, a maximum 
change of refractive index of Δn = −0.17 at a peak pump 
fluence of 3.6 mJ cm−2 was estimated.

Follow- up work directly examined nonlinear refrac-
tion in AZO13. The authors used a pump beam centred at 
λ = 785 nm and swept a cross- polarized probe beam from 
1,150 nm to 1,550 nm. They observed a sixfold enhance-
ment of the real part of n2 at the zero- permittivity 
wavelength compared with values at other nearby wave-
lengths, although no significant enhancement of χ(3) was 
observed. A large change of index Δn = 0.4 and ratio of 

Δn/n ≈ 4.4 were also reported. These striking results are 
in large part due to the small imaginary part of the per-
mittivity that is achievable in this material platform: at 
the zero- permittivity wavelength, Im(n) = 0.09. However, 
when compared with the degenerate measurements in 
AZO, non- degenerate optical excitation was found not 
to be optimal in fully exploiting the nonlinear properties 
of AZO (fig. 6a).

A shift in the probe beam of up to 20 nm depend-
ent on the pump intensity was also observed in AZO. 
Similar pump–probe experiments in AZO also revealed 
a wavelength shift of the probe signal of up to 13 nm 
(ref.137) (fig. 6b). The phenomenon was in part attrib-
uted to the temporal dynamics of the induced change 
in refractive index through cross- phase modulation. 
These results indicate clearly that the magnitude of the 
spectral shift is strongly dependent on the probe wave-
length. Furthermore, it was observed that the probe can 
be blueshifted or redshifted depending on the tempo-
ral distance between the pump and probe beams. More 
recent work has extended this wavelength shift to up to 
48 nm — that is, twice the pulse bandwidth37.

A large modulation of the optical properties of AZO 
was experimentally demonstrated at a wavelength close 
to the zero- permittivity wavelength (λZE = 1,300 nm) 
with a two- colour (UV and NIR) optical pumping 
scheme, bringing together all that has been concluded 
about the different pump mechanisms of AZO36. The 
UV pump (λUV = 262 nm) promotes interband transi-
tions and increases the plasma frequency, whereas the 
NIR pump (λNIR = 787 nm) induces hot- electron effects 
that decrease the plasma frequency. These two pro-
cesses were combined to perform a thorough investi-
gation of the optical response of a 900-nm- thick AZO 
film (fig. 6c). Furthermore, by controlling the temporal 
delay between the UV and NIR pumps, it is possible to 
enter a regime in which the temporal response of the 
combined nonlinear processes is either faster or slower 
than the response of each individual process. Indeed, the 
response bandwidth of the AZO film can be increased 
from 0.8 THz to 2 THz for specific delays between the 
two pumps, although at the expense of the strength of 
the overall nonlinear response.

Some preliminary measurements have been per-
formed to examine the non- degenerate nonlinear 
response of ITO near its zero- permittivity wavelength 
using the beam- deflection technique138. Unlike in  
z- scan, this two- beam method inherently disentangles 
the effects of nonlinear refraction and nonlinear absorp-
tion in the measured signal139,140. The authors reported 
a 5,000-fold enhancement in nonlinear refraction when 
the probe beam was centred at the zero- permittivity 
wavelength. Additionally, no polarization dependence 
was observed, which was interpreted as evidence for the 
carrier- dependent nature of the nonlinear response.

In a metamaterial study, a pair of silica–silver metal–
dielectric stacks with zero- permittivity wavelengths 
of λZE = 820 nm and 885 nm were characterized60. The 
third- order nonlinearity of the samples at their zero- 
permittivity wavelengths was found to be of the same 
order as that of bulk silver (χ(3) = 2.8 × 10−19 m2 V−2). 
According to this study, this value does not stand out 
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at the zero- permittivity wavelength when compared 
with the value at other wavelengths.

We conclude this section by discussing an important 
series of experiments that provide some key physical 
insights into nonlinearities of Drude materials despite 
being performed away from the ENZ region51,57,130. 
A regular array of high- aspect-ratio ITO nanorods 
(180 nm wide × 2600 nm long) was fabricated on an 
yttria- stabilized zirconia substrate. In the IR, the samples 
featured localized surface plasmon resonances associ-
ated with the transverse dimension of the nanorods57. 
In the visible spectrum, the samples displayed a set of 
resonances corresponding to standing waves within 
propagating eigenmodes travelling along the length of 
the rods51. This single platform, therefore, offered an 
elegant opportunity to probe the nonlinear behaviour 
of a Drude material in both its dielectric (ω > ωP) and 
metallic (ω < ωP) spectral regions. In a first experiment, 
the device was optically excited at the surface plasmon 
resonance of the ITO nanoparticles (λ = 1,500 nm) to 
generate intraband excitations of conduction electrons, 
and probed in the MIR (3000–7000 nm)57. Large changes 

in absorption were reported, with extinction ratios of 
6 dB at 3,900 nm on sub- picosecond timescales. The 
authors reported that the plasma frequency of ITO was 
being tuned from roughly 2 eV to 1.6 eV, and concluded 
that the response time was faster than that of metals 
owing to the high electron temperature, a direct conse-
quence of the low electron density of ITO. In a follow- up 
study51, the sample was pumped at 1,500 nm and probed 
in the visible range (360–710 nm), obtaining changes in 
transmission of up to 25% (1 dB) throughout the visible 
spectrum with a response time of 1.5 ps. They also per-
formed the experiment with a pump centred at 800 nm, 
but observed a weaker response. They also observed a 
transient response with a 4 μs response time, which they 
attributed to a lattice- cooling response that is hindered 
by the length of the nanorods.

From these studies, we can conclude that in non- 
degenerate nonlinear interactions involving transparent 
conducting oxides, nonlinearities are enhanced when 
either the pump or the probe is set to the zero- permittivity 
wavelength. Pumping at the zero- permittivity wavelength 
can strongly modify the permittivity spectrum in the 
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ENZ region37,138. Experimental data seem to suggest that 
degenerate nonlinearities exhibit a modest enhancement 
in χ(3)(ω; ω, ω, −ω) at the zero- permittivity wavelength37; 
non- degenerate nonlinearities do not seem to display a 
χ(3) enhancement13,60. These enhancements, in addition 
to field enhancements, contribute to large changes in the 

refractive index: in the wavelength- degenerate case, this 
is equivalent to a large n2. This change in refractive index 
also influences the reflective properties of the surface by 
modifying its optical wave impedance.

Harmonic generation
Prior to experiments, multiple theoretical works had 
predicted an enhancement of harmonic generation in 
ENZ and NZI media27,28,30,141; there is also some more 
recent microscopic modelling work on the topic65,142,143.  
It has been shown theoretically that in a strongly reso nant 
system loaded with ITO operating under ENZ condi-
tions, both the second- order nonlinear response due to 
free electrons and the third- order nonlinear response 
from bound electrons contribute to third- harmonic  
generation (THG)144.

Two different groups independently reported an 
enhancement of THG in ITO at its zero- permittivity 
wavelength10,11 demonstrating an ENZ- based nonlin-
ear enhancement. The first paper showed that, when 
pumped at its zero- permittivity wavelength, a 37-nm- 
thick ITO film offers a third- harmonic conversion effi-
ciency that is 600 times as large as that of a 300-μm- thick 
crystalline silicon wafer. Because these films are sub- 
wavelength in dimension along the propagation direc-
tion, phase- matching is not a great concern, even when 
matching frequencies multiple octaves apart. The meas-
urements were performed using 150 fs pulses with a peak 
intensity of 40 MW cm−2, and the sample was excited at 
45° oblique incidence to provide a field enhancement. 
The THG third- order susceptibility was estimated to 
be .χ = 3 5× 10 m Vzzzz

(3) −18 2 −2, slightly larger than that 
of silicon7. In the second paper, the authors excited the 
ENZ mode of a 33-nm- thick ITO film in a Kretchsmann 
configuration using 50 fs pulses with a peak intensity 
of 20 GW cm–2 (ref.10). The third- harmonic signal they 
observed was 200 times larger than that of the same film 
in a regular transmission geometry at oblique incidence; 
this difference was attributed to a sixfold field intensity 
enhancement for light propagating in the ENZ mode 
(for third- order effects, the output intensity scales with 
the cube of the enhancement of the fundamental inten-
sity, and 63 ≈ 200). The signal from the Kretchsmann 
configuration was also four orders of magnitude larger 
than that generated by the glass that formed the cou-
pling prism. The conversion efficiency was estimated 
to be 3.3 × 10−6, and the third- order susceptibility, 
extracted using numerical models, was estimated at 
χ = 3× 10 m Vzzzz
(3) −21 2 −2, a value valid only in the ENZ 

region. The large third- order nonlinear susceptibility of 
ITO was attributed to its large electron mobility.

In a related series of experiments, ENZ- based 
nonlinear enhancement has been used to increase 
second- order nonlinear effects35,97. Second- harmonic 
generation (SHG) was examined in two distinct ENZ 
platforms: an array of 37-nm- thick ITO films with 
zero- permittivity wavelengths ranging from 1,150 nm 
to 1,670 nm (fig. 7a), and 40-nm- thick TiN films with 
zero- permittivity wavelengths ranging from 510 nm to 
645 nm (fig. 7b,c). It is worth noting that neither of these 
materials is expected to exhibit second- order effects 
because of their centrosymmetry145,146. Nevertheless,  
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a second- harmonic response was observed in both 
materials due to surface effects and nonlocal bulk 
effects. Pumping ITO at the zero- permittivity wave-
length resulted in the generation of second- harmonic 
signals with conversion efficiencies comparable to those 
of a 500-μm- thick quartz crystal reference sample. The 
signal was large enough to enable the estimation of sev-
eral elements of the second- order susceptibility tensor: 

.χ = 1 8× 10zzz
(2) −13 m V−1 and .χ = 0 5× 10zxz

(2) −13 m V−1. The 
generated nonlinear signal peaks at the zero- permittivity 
wavelength with a substantial reduction elsewhere, 
and the wavelength at which this signal enhancement 
appears scales with λZE (fig. 7a).

Experiments on TiN involve a notable variation with 
respect to experiments on other materials: the zero- 
permittivity wavelength is at the harmonic rather than 
at the fundamental frequency. It is intriguing to consider 
whether the conversion efficiency can be increased not 
by enhancing one of the incident fields, but by enhancing 
the field of a generated nonlinear mode, as is often done 
in optical resonators147,148. A second- harmonic signal a 
factor of 50 smaller than that of ITO was reported. This 
difference was attributed to higher material losses in TiN 
(at the zero- permittivity wavelength, ϵ″ > 3, compared 
with ϵ″ .< 0 6 for ITO), which produce a much smaller 
ENZ- based field enhancement. From the results of this 
study (fig. 7b), it is not clear that there is a substantial 
ENZ- based nonlinear enhancement when the harmonic 
output field is set to the ENZ region. Further weakening 
the conclusions of this study is the fact that several TiN 
samples that were annealed below a certain temperature 
(corresponding to the samples with the longest zero- 
permittivity wavelengths) did not generate any observ-
able second- harmonic signal35. In a more recent study, 
harmonic generation was studied with the ENZ region 
set to the harmonic frequency. SHG was characterized 
in a thin TiN film with a zero- permittivity wavelength of 
520 nm pumped at normal incidence97, and an enhance-
ment of SHG by a factor of 5 relative to measurements 
at shorter wavelengths was reported (fundamental fre-
quency at 880 nm, SHG at 440 nm; fig. 7c). Structuring the 
TiN films into U- shaped antennas supporting localized 
surface plasmon resonances centred at the fundamental 
frequency provided an additional field enhancement for 
the nonlinear interaction, generating a nonlinear sig-
nal up to 16 times that of the bare unstructured film, in 
addition to the fivefold enhancement already mentioned. 
Combining the two effects, the total conversion efficiency 
was estimated to be of the order of 10−12.

Finally, a periodically structured metal–dielectric–
metal structure incorporating both ITO and TiN (ref.129) 
was used to demonstrate a 50,000-fold enhancement 
of SHG149.

Static- field control of permittivity
Perhaps most interesting from the applications perspec-
tive is that the complex refractive index of ITO can be 
modulated by an applied voltage. A thin layer of ITO 
bounded by a dielectric can exhibit a change in refrac-
tive index of order unity as a response to a static electric 
field38 (fig. 8a). This effect results from a dense charge 
accumulation (or depletion) region that builds up tightly 

confined to the ITO–dielectric boundary in the presence 
of an applied voltage. From a Drude–Lorentz model, it 
can be shown that the change in refractive index takes 
the form:
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where Δne and Δp are the excess electron and hole densi-
ties in the charge accumulation region, and m *h  the hole 
effective mass. This expression suggests that the change 
in refractive index is enhanced in ENZ and NZI mate-
rials. This principle was exploited to demonstrate wide- 
range optical phase modulation at telecommunication 
wavelengths in electrically tunable conducting metas-
urfaces based on an ITO substrate operating within the 
ENZ region39,40. The architecture of the devices con-
sisted of a metal–oxide–semiconductor heterostructure, 
with the metallic metasurface and ITO layer acting as 
the metal and semiconductor layers, respectively. The 
device was designed to enable a large optical field con-
finement in the ITO layer, making the response very 
sensitive to changes in the permittivity of ITO. Using 
this technique, a dynamic beam- steering device was 
developed based on an electrically tunable Au/dielectric  
gate/ITO grating metasurface with Al2O3 as the dielec-
tric gate39. Continuous optical phase modulation ranging 
from 0° to 303° was demonstrated in a reflective alu-
minium fishbone metasurface40 featuring a dual- gated  
Al/dielectric gate/ITO/dielectric gate heterostructure 
on an Al back reflector (fig. 8b), and using an Al2O3/
HfO2 nano- laminate dielectric gate grown by atomic 
layer deposition.

A device based on all- dielectric Huygens metasur-
faces that exploits this principle132 was used to demon-
strate a modulation of the absolute transmission from 
0.71 to 0.42 as the bias voltage was changed from 10 V 
to −10 V (fig. 8c).

Finally, an ENZ-based silicon–photonic electroab-
sorption modulator that also exploits a voltage-tunable  
permittivity was demonstrated41. The device was 
ope rated at wavelengths much shorter than the zero- 
permittivity wavelength of the ITO film (λZE = 6,300 nm). 
During operation, the applied voltage increased the car-
rier concentration and raised the plasma frequency, so 
that the zero- permittivity wavelength coincided with the 
operating wavelength. The device was 4 μm long, featured 
a broadband (1,530–1,590 nm) extinction of 6.5 dB and 
could modulate at rates of 2.5 Gb s−1.

Other nonlinear phenomena
Aside from nonlinear enhancements to refraction and 
harmonic generation, ENZ and NZI materials have 
enabled the realization of many other nonlinear optical 
effects. Some are discussed below.

The Berreman mode of a 75-nm- thick film of 
indium- doped cadmium oxide with a zero- permittivity 
wavelength of λZE = 2,100 nm was used to demonstrate 
polarization switching with an extinction ratio of almost 
20 dB (ref.14) (fig. 9a). The Berreman mode acted as a plas-
monic cavity for the device, providing 14 times as much 
absorption as a single pass through the film. The plasma 
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frequency was modulated from ωP = 2.11 × 1015 rad s−1 to 
1.96 × 1015 rad s−1 (that is, from 1.39 eV to 1.29 eV) follow-
ing the activation of the probe beam before the system  
made a full recovery to its initial state within 800 fs.

Polarization switching was also demonstrated in a 
planar plasmonic cavity consisting of an array of gold 
nanoparticles separated from a planar gold film by a 
10-nm- thick ITO layer131. This structure has a distinctly 
polarization- dependent response, with the planar cav-
ity modes appearing only for p- polarized illumination. 
Pumping on resonance (λ = 645 nm) results in a max-
imum relative change in reflectance ΔR/R ≈ 75%. This 
effect enabled polarization switching with induced phase 
differences exceeding 20° on an ultrafast timescale. This 
platform also enabled all- optical modulation on the 
order of 1–2 dB (ref.150).

In related work, the resonance wavelength of a 
Fabry–Pérot cavity was tuned by 200 nm using a 70-nm- 
thick active ENZ layer151. The shift was attributed to a 
modulation of the plasma frequency from 1.85 eV 
to 1.70 eV.

Finally, NZI materials provide unique opportuni-
ties for realizing phase- matching for nonlinearities.  
A light field propagating in a material with a vanish-
ing refractive index has a directionless k- vector (that 
is, 

→
k= 0 ). As a consequence, in a nonlinear interaction 

beams can be mixed in any direction while satisfying 

phase- matching conditions, sometimes even simultane-
ously. This can be derived explicitly by calculating the 
phase mismatch for the same four- wave mixing process 
for a forward-propagating and a backward- propagating 
signal:

Δ
Δ

k k k k k
k k k k k

= + − −
= + + − (9)FW p p s i

BW p p s i

where kp, ks and ki are the momentum vectors for the 
pump, signal and idler photons, respectively. If ΔkFW = 0, 
then necessarily ΔkBW ≈ 2|ks|, which can only equal zero 
if the refractive index equals zero at the signal wave-
length. This effect was demonstrated using a pair of 
800-nm- thick zero- index metamaterial fishnet struc-
tures with λZI = 1340 nm and 1460 nm (ref.152). The meta-
material was excited using 100 fs pulses, which resulted 
in a spectrally broadened output in both the forward- 
propagating and backward- propagating directions. At 
wavelengths nearest to the zero- index wavelength, the 
nonlinear generated signals were of comparable magni-
tude (fig. 9b,c). A similar effect was predicted in Dirac- 
cone zero- index metamaterials for SHG153 and four- wave 
mixing154 processes, and was demonstrated in a degen-
erate four- wave-mixing nonlinearity in a 500-nm- thick 
AZO sample62. Note that nonlinear interactions in NZI 
media continue to necessitate that phase- matching 
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conditions are satisfied; however, beams may enter and 
leave the interaction region in multiple simultaneous 
directions while still satisfying these conditions.

Conclusions and perspectives
We have reviewed the work that has been done thus far 
in exploiting ENZ and NZI responses for various non-
linear optical effects. The experimental results support 
the conclusion that ENZ materials provide a significant 
enhancement to ultrafast nonlinearities, particularly 
in regard to the intensity- dependent index of refrac-
tion12,52,61 and harmonic generation10,11,35. The enhance-
ment can be accessed when the material is pumped or 
probed at the zero- permittivity wavelength. ENZ effects 
can also enhance nonlinearities at frequencies different 
to those of the incident fields, such as when the zero- 
permittivity wavelength coincides with a harmonic of 
the pump field97. Reported spectra of χ(3)(ω; ω, ω, −ω) 
(the term associated with n2) often show a small peak  
at the zero- permittivity wavelength52; however, the field- 
enhancement mechanism due to the continuity of the 
electric field plays a more important role in enhancing 
nonlinearities, particularly at oblique angles. In one 
specific case featuring an ENZ metamaterial, an angle- 
dependent field enhancement was also observed135. 
Altogether, these results demonstrate the promise and 
limitations of ENZ- based enhancements. Despite the 
fact that ENZ materials have made accessible a new 
regime of ultrafast nonlinear effects, much work remains 
to be done before conceptual laboratory demonstrations 
can lead to practical devices.

With respect to bulk ENZ materials, the main obsta-
cle is an issue of material engineering: there is no single 
material that is as ubiquitous in ENZ- nonlinear optical 
interactions as silicon is in electronics. Most studies have 
focused on ITO and AZO; yet both materials have clear 

limitations, such as optical losses and fabrication pro-
cesses with low reproducibility. There might, of course, 
be a better material platform that is still to be discovered. 
The ideal material would have the following properties: 
CMOS compatibility, high degree of crystallinity, large 
carrier mobility and low linear losses. If possible, this 
material would have also a tailorable zero- permittivity 
wavelength, and it would be straightforward to deposit 
and nanostructure. Many materials check a few of 
these boxes, but none so far meets all of these criteria. 
Thus, considerable effort is still required to enable an 
ENZ material platform that can pave the way for the 
development of practical and cost- effective nonlinear 
optical devices.

The problem of material losses deserves special 
attention155. The ENZ materials that have been dis-
cussed all exhibit considerable losses, which for the 
best case results in an optical attenuation of roughly 
4 dB μm−1 (corresponding to Im(n) = 0.1) in the NIR. 
For certain nonlinear applications, some loss may be 
tolerable. However, high losses will ultimately limit the 
scope of practical applications. Polar dielectrics whose 
ENZ regions originate from phononic resonances tend 
to have smaller imaginary parts at their respective zero- 
permittivity wavelengths, although the ratio of the 
zero-permittivity wavelength to the imaginary part of n 
is similar to the value in the NIR95,103. Metamaterials with 
an ENZ or NZI region could also be engineered from all- 
dielectric components to exhibit minimal resistive losses, 
and for virtually any target wavelength122. However, 
neither of these platforms has yet conclusively demon-
strated ENZ- based nonlinear enhancements, despite 
some predictions25,156. Gain media have successfully been 
integrated in some plasmonics applications, alleviating 
to some extent the large losses of those systems, and 
could perhaps also be of use here157,158. Some theoretical  
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works proposed the incorporation of gain media in 
metal–dielectric composite- based ENZ metamaterials 
with a specific focus on nonlinear processes, finding that 
in these systems loss could be compensated while still 
enabling low- threshold nonlinear effects159,160. So far, 
experimental demonstrations are lacking.

As mentioned, a few open questions remain in this 
budding field, in particular regarding the roles of the 
mechanisms outlined for the different nonlinearities. 
These questions include whether phonon- based ENZ 
regions also greatly enhance nonlinearities; whether hot 
electron effects are expected to be pulse-width-dependent;  
how the pulse duration affects the nonlinearities and 
bandwidths of ENZ materials; and whether other non-
linear effects and equations will need to be reconsidered 
in the presence of a vanishing permittivity, as happened 
for the intensity- dependent index of refraction48. Finally, 
multiple exciting predictions of nonlinear effects remain 
to be confirmed in both ENZ and NZI materials, includ-
ing cavity- free stopped light and self- trapping beams 
with unique soliton solutions79,161. ENZ materials have 
also been predicted to enhance spontaneous emission 

and superradiance162,163, with the spontaneous emission 
even predicted to be controllable through modulation 
of the Purcell effect164. Finally, there have been several 
proposals to use ITO or another ENZ material for all- 
optical165–167 and electro- optical168–170 modulators and 
switches. Experimental demonstrations of these devices 
could help to advance our understanding and ability to 
further develop this intriguing class of materials.

Despite the challenges mentioned above, the pros-
pects of applications for ENZ nonlinear media are 
exciting and have great potential in the fields of nano-
photonics and nonlinear optics. Several convincing 
laboratory demonstrations and proofs of concept have 
been reported regarding the extremely large nonlinear 
optical response of ENZ materials and their potential for 
applications. Based on the research activity in this field, 
and considering the constant advances in material fab-
rication and nanofabrication, we anticipate that research 
on the nonlinear optical response of ENZ materials will 
generate important results for years to come.
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